Gait and balance dysfunction: a model of the interaction of age and disease.
This article reviews age-associated changes in gait, balance, and sensorimotor function and contrasts them to the changes that occur as a result of disease. Strength peaks in the mid-20s but declines only modestly until the fifth decade, after which there is rapid decline. All aspects of sensory function diminish with age, resulting in modest sensory changes in older patients. Gait speed is stable until the seventh decade and thereafter slows modestly. Age-related changes in the balance of older persons result in an effective response that meets routine needs but may be ineffective under demanding circumstances capable of producing response. Thus, these modest age-related decrements may be an element in the increased incidence of falls in older people. The loss of function caused by disease is of greater magnitude as well as being superimposed on that caused by age and thus may lead to a failure of mobility. Neurologic diseases that impair sensorimotor function compromise mobility in a manner consistent with the deficits that they produce. In mobility dysfunction caused by white matter lesions, the gait/balance abnormalities may not have unique clinical features, making diagnosis difficult. We used quantitative MRI to study the brains of older subjects with mobility impairment. The volume of white matter lesions in mobility-impaired subjects was double that of controls and was unrelated to increasing age, suggesting that white matter lesions are a disease-related rather than an age-related occurrence. We also used stance perturbation evoked potentials to demonstrate delayed conduction in some mobility-impaired older subjects. Prolonged sensory conduction may contribute to maladaptive balance and thus may be useful for diagnosis. Contemporary imaging and neurophysiology thus provides insight into the pathophysiology of mobility impairment and allows for more accurate diagnosis.